HEALTHCARE TECH HEADACHES HEALED WITH

SECURE, SCALABLE INFRASTRUCTURE SOLUTION
Without sacriﬁcing patient and physician needs, four innovative healthcare providers keep up with
modern technology and infrastructure challenges while also cutting costs and time
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We simply manage VM’s
within vCenter—storage
is totally invisible.
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To learn more about how Datrium converges storage and compute across primary application and data management workloads—modeled on public cloud IaaS
versus traditional converged infrastructure or hyperconvergence—for vastly simpler performance, predictability and protection, visit http://www.datrium.com.

When I saw the Datrium
demo, my jaw dropped. What
drew me is the ease of use with
no LUNs to manage, increasing
IOPs as I add hosts, the
aﬀordability, and the fact that
there’s no latency between the
server and storage.
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